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How to use this kit with clients
Client presentation

The front of each page features client-friendly valuable information, graphics, 
and even interactive pieces to help you get the conversation going.

Financial Professional Notes 
The back of each page will help guide you through the kit with talking points 

and important reminders.

If you have a whiteboard marker handy, you can interact with your client as 
they place a check mark next to what interests them on certain pages. When 
the meeting is over, simply erase the marks and reuse with the next client who 

could benefit from a fixed index annuity.

Use this checklist to understand some of 
your client’s most pressing concerns.

This helps start the conversation about 
financial needs in retirement.
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Common client 
concerns

Which ones are you most worried about?
r Outliving my money

r Flexibility/liquidity of my money

r  Maintaining my current lifestyle through 
retirement

r Protecting my premium

r Social security may not be available

r Need for nursing home care
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This conversation may help you understand 
your clients’ goals and determine an 

appropriate product direction. Familiarize 
yourself with our portfolio using the product 

overview (form 23573Y). 
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Which of these benefits are you interested in?
r Income for life

r Protecting premium

r Guaranteed rate of return

r Potential for growth

r Tax deferral

r Access to a portion of my money (liquidity)

r Leaving a legacy/death benefit

Is a fixed annuity 
right for you?
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Looking for additional helpful resources for your clients?
Find client-friendly stats, flyers, videos and more on the Indexed 

Annuity Leadership Council (IALC) website. 

http://indexedannuitiesinsights.com
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What is a fixed 
index annuity 

or FIA?

Fixed
Fixed index annuities are 
contracts with insurance 
companies that generally 
offer certain guarantees, 
such as not losing value due 
to market downturns. 

A fixed index annuity is a 
unique annuity that credits 
interest to your annuity’s 
value based upon the 
movement of an underlying 
market index. Growth of a 
FIA is calculated based on 
the index it is linked to, and 
how that index performs. 

An annuity is a contract in 
which an insurance company 
grows client premium and 
then may make a series 
of income payments at 
regular intervals. These 
payments can be immediate 
or deferred depending on 
the annuity type. Annuities 
are most often bought for 
accumulation and future 
retirement income. 

Index Annuity
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Each FIA product generally credits a portion 
of the total index gain based on the crediting 

method chosen, but does not lose value 
due to market downturns.  

M
ark

et

FIA

Market

FIA

In an up market In a market downturn
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The cap, participation rate, and margin differ by product 
and are declared annually (or by term). Product illustrations 

before your client meeting may help provide greater 
understanding of these product features.
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Indexing continued…

These hypothetical examples demonstrate how the cap, participation rate, and margin apply in a 
strong growth market (10%), and a low growth market (2%).
Interest credit(s) will never be less than zero

Cap
Some annuities may apply an upper 
limit, or cap, on the percentage change 
in the index value. This is the maximum 
rate of interest the annuity can earn for 
that year.

Participation Rate
Some annuities apply a participation 
rate which is a percentage of any 
increase in the index value that will be 
used to calculate the interest credit 
percentage.

Margin
In some annuities, the interest credit 
percentage is calculated by subtracting 
a specific percentage from the 
percentage change in the index value. 
This percentage is sometimes referred 
to as the margin.

0%

5%

10%

Cap = 5%

Strong
growth market

Low
growth market

Strong
growth market

Low
growth market

Strong
growth market

Low
growth market

Participation Rate = 50% Margin = 3%
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Discuss the differences between taxable 
and tax-deferred products.
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FIA highlights: 
Tax deferral
You won’t owe 
tax on your fixed 
index annuity 
interest earnings 
until you or your 
beneficiaries start 
receiving income.
* The chart is a hypothetical example of tax deferral 
and assumes an initial premium of $100,000 
earning 4.00% compounded annual rate of return 
for 15 years. It is not intended to predict or project 
performance. *The tax-deferred value less taxes 
represents the increase in value, due to tax deferral, 
less taxes at an assumed rate of 33% with no 
surrender charge or market value adjustment (MVA), 
also known as interest adjustment, applied.

Under current law, annuities grow tax-deferred. An 
annuity is not required for tax deferral in qualified 
plans. Annuities may be subject to taxation during the 
income or withdrawal phase. Please note that neither 
Midland National, nor any agents acting on its behalf, 
should be viewed as providing legal, tax or investment 
advice. Consult with and rely on your own qualified 
advisor.

$200,000

$150,000

$100,000

$50,000

Taxable Tax-Deferred
Value Less Taxes*

Tax-Deferred
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If you have concerns about 
the expenses of nursing home 
care should your path change 
later in life, you may be able to 
adapt your FIA to changing life 
situations.

FIA highlights: 
Liquidity
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If your client’s beneficiaries are adult children, it 
might be beneficial to plan a “family meeting” with 

all parties involved. This allows you to create a 
holistic plan, as well as identify other assistance 

you can provide.
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Your FIA provides a death benefit to those you love in the 
manner that could best fit their specific financial needs. 

Properly naming a beneficiary may help you avoid 
probate, which can be costly and cause major delays.

FIA highlights: 
Leaving a legacy
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We’re about to take a deeper dive into how a fixed 
index annuity compares to other financial products.

This is intended to show how FIAs relate in terms of 
risk and features.
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Other financial 
products

Which of these are you most familiar with?
r Savings accounts

r Money markets

r CDs

r Multi-year annuities

r Fixed index annuities

r Variable annuities

r Stock mutual funds
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This is an opportunity to show where FIAs fit on the risk 
spectrum. FIAs ensure the premium is protected from market 

downturns, which puts them below the line on the chart. 

There is no “best” product, but there are products that can be 
a better fit in order to help meet your clients’ goals. 
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How FIAs 
compare: 

Risk spectrum

Alternatives

Stocks/Bonds

Mutual Funds

Variable 
Annuities

Fixed Index
Annuities

Fixed 
Annuities

CDs

Bank Money
Market 

Accounts

Cash

Risk

The above chart is meant to serve as a general guide of where FIAs may fall in the financial services spectrum of common products. It is 
not a guarantee of performance individually or performance correlation or safety of the above listed vehicles.

Principal/premium not 
protected; can lose value

Principal/premium protected 
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How FIAs 
compare: 
Features

Safety of
Principal/Premium

Tax Deferral
Guaranteed Lifetime 

Income
Growth Potential

Savings Account

Certificate of 
Deposit

Money Market

Multi-Year Fixed 
Annuity

Variable Annuity

Stock Mutual Fund

Fixed Index Annuity
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A.M. Best is a large third-party independent reporting and rating company that rates an insurance company on the basis of the company’s financial strength, 
operating performance and ability to meet its obligations to policyholders. “A+” is the second highest rating out of 15 categories and was affirmed for Midland 
National Life Insurance Company as part of Sammons Financial Group on July 6, 2017. For the latest rating, access ambest.com. S&P Global Ratings awarded 
its “A+” (Strong) rating for insurer financial strength on Feb. 26, 2009 and affirmed on Oct.19, 2016 to Midland National Life Insurance Company are affiliated 
companies. Fitch Ratings, a global leader in financial information services and credit ratings, on May 2, 2017, assigned an Insurer Financial Strength rating of A+ 
Stable for Midland National. This rating is the fifth highest of 19 possible rating categories. The rating reflects the organization’s strong business profile, low financial 
leverage, very strong statutory capitalization and strong operating profitability supported by strong investment performance.

A
+

 

Midland National 
at a glance

Our roots go back more than 110 years with the 1906 
founding of Dakota Mutual Life Insurance Company. 

For the last 30 years, Midland National has consistently 
earned high ratings based on our financial strength, 
operating performance, and ability to meet obligations to our 
policyholders and contract holders.

“A+” (Superior) A.M. Best

“A+” (Strong) S&P Global Ratings

“A+” (Stable) Fitch Ratings
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Founded in 1906 as Dakota Mutual Life Insurance Company, the company changed its name 
to Midland National Life Insurance Company in 1925 to signal an effort to expand nationwide. 
Throughout our 100-plus year history, we’ve helped provide growth, income, and financial 
protection to the clients we serve. Our annuity products have consistently provided value to our 
clients – in all types of market and economic environments.

Midland National: 
Stability

1906 
Founded as Dakota Mutual 
Life Insurance Company 

1961 
Established Personal Producing 
General Agent (PPGA Model)

1999 
Midland National Annuity division created

2017 
Approximately $47 billion of annuity 
reserves for 611,000 contract owners.

1925 
Changed Name to Midland National 
Life Insurance Company

1962 
Purchased by C.A. Sammons and 
Associates of Dallas, TX

2006 
Celebrated 100-year anniversary

PRIVATELY
Held Company
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Now that you have a better understanding of your client’s 
desired product features, visit the Midland National website 
to run an illustration, use Annuity e-App, download materials 

(brochures, forms), and more. 

Review our Fixed Index Annuity Portfolio Snapshot piece 
(23573Y) to view product benefits, features, and highlights.
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Which of the benefits we talked about 
are most valuable to you

r Guaranteed lifetime income
r Accumulation and growth

r Leaving a legacy

Could a FIA 
help you?
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4350 Westown Parkway   |  West Des Moines, IA 50266   |  MidlandNational.com

Exploring  
fixed index 
annuities

Fixed index annuities are not a direct investment in the stock market. They are long term insurance products with guarantees backed by the issuing company. They provide the potential for interest to be credited 
based in part on the performance of specific indices, without the risk of loss of premium due to market downturns or fluctuation. Although fixed Index annuities guarantee no loss of premium due to market down-
turns, deductions from your accumulation value for additional optional benefit riders could under certain scenarios exceed interest credited to the accumulation value, which would result in loss of premium. They 
may not be appropriate for all clients.


